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•
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•
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eight weeks after the web conference via email.
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Current Environment
 Significant contraction of capital market
 Decline in valuations
 Over-extended portfolio of assets and licenses
 Operating losses and cash flow deficits
 Restructuring & Strategic Advisory provides foundation for

getting back on a growth path, getting access to capital or
maximizing value to a successful exit
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Cannabis & Hemp Capital Markets –
# of Transaction
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Cannabis & Hemp Capital Markets –
Total Financing $
In Million USD
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Share Price Decline
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Operating Results and Debt Levels
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Source: S&P data, Yardeni Research. Industry basket is comprised of the 50 largest (by revenue) companies in the cannabis, hemp and related sectors traded on the OTC Markets.
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All Forms of Restructurings
Canadian operation entered in to CCAA bankruptcy
protection and US subsidiaries entered in to
forbearance agreements or assignments for the
benefits of creditors as GGB resolves its operating
issues
Ongoing organizational restructuring involving staff
terminations, interim restructuring management, asset
dispositions, restructuring the terms of existing debt
and issuance of new convertible debt
Hemp producer that entered in to a Chapter XI
reorganization process to reorganize liabilities under
direction of the court
Debt for Equity / Cash swap wherein Aphria swapped
$91M principals of notes for 18.7M shares and $2.1M
in cash, representing a 25% discount and strengthening
the balance sheet
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Industry Growth – US Legal Cannabis
Market

Source: New Frontier Data
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With Growth in Mature Markets –
Colorado Example
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Viridian’s Restructuring and
Investment Banking Services

Recognize
 Self awareness is critical
 Stages of financial and operating distress
– Early
– Intermediate
– Late

 Restructuring advisor as a change agent to assist the board

and management / creditors in addressing financial and
operating distress in response to changed capital
environment and evolution of the industry
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Restructuring Advisory Services
Principals of Viridian’s Restructuring Approach
Analyze
Prepare Analysis
of:
• stakeholders
• capital structure
• debts and
liabilities
• cash flow
• forecast

Stabilize
Initiate cash flow
stabilization
measures and
develop a
restructuring plan
encompassing
viable options for
execution

Execute
Initiate
restructuring plan
including
operational and
personnel
changes, debt and
other liability
renegotiations and
asset divestitures

Perfect
Set company up for
growth and utilize
Viridian’s team to
access the capital
market or sell in a
healthy and
controlled manner
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Analyze – Review Company’s Operating
Environment
 Data Collection
 Operational and Financial Analysis
 Forecast and Valuation
 Debt Capacity and Capital Structure Review &

Recommendations
– Review cash flow and forecast relative to debt service and capital structure

and provide recommendations, including internal restructuring, asset
disposition, bankruptcy/ ABC, raising capital or a sale of the company as a
going concern

 Business Plan Review, Development & Recommendations
– Review corporate strategy relative to financial health and recommend

appropriate action ad financial alternatives to achieve business plan goal and
sustainability
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Stabilize – Staunch Cash Burn
 Initiate immediate and near-term cash conservation efforts
– Tranche payables
– Accelerate AR
– Freeze capex
– Freeze of reduce non-compensation expenses
– Normalize executive compensation, layoffs, compensation for equity

swap program
– Close non-performing assets or shut down weak-performing products
– Forbearance agreements

 Interim financing or internal sources of cash
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Execute – Managing Restructuring for
Value Maximization
 Operational restructuring execution
– Reductions in force (RIFs)
– Office closures and asset dispositions / closings
– Brand, manufacturing, office and other consolidations

 Financial restructuring execution
– Negotiate restructuring of the terms of existing debt instruments,

including:
Change in the repayment terms
 Debt / equity and debt / asset swaps
 Consolidate multiple tiers of indebtedness to a new instrument


– Other liability restructuring, including:
Tax obligation negotiations
 Vendor payables
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Perfect
Restructuring is a step in the process of maximizing
value

Restructuring & Strategic Advisory Provides Foundation for
getting back on growth path, getting access to capital and
maximizing value to a successful exit
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Capital Raising
Viridian has considerable expertise in working with our
clients to secure different types of capital
 The Viridian team has executed 15 financing transactions

raising $170M in the cannabis sector and 86 financing
transaction raising $1.1B outside of the cannabis sector
 Broad access to various types of capital through long-

standing investment community relationships
 Experts in securing different sources of capital under

various operating circumstances, including:
–
–
–
–

Equity
Debt and convertible notes
Asset-backed financing
DIP and exit financing
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Mergers and Acquisitions
Viridian has extensive experience conducting sale,
merger processes and auctions to maximize potential
value for our clients, representing sellers and buyers
 Maximizing value for our clients
 Significant experience creating a competitive dynamic
 The Viridian team has executed 10 M&A transactions with
total consideration of $390M in the cannabis space and 117
M&A transactions with total consideration of $1.2B outside
the cannabis sector
 Broad industry network through our experience in the
industry, access through our board of advisors and data
from the Viridian Deal Tracker to provide an extensive group
of potential buyers or acquirees
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Case Studies
 Operational restructuring & asset disposition
–

Restructured firm, which included shutting down legacy product, refocusing on a different application
and subsequently managing the sale of the operating business to a large semiconductor firm and
the legacy intellectual property to a large patent aggregator

–

Restructured firm involving office closure, asset sale / leasebacks and asset dispositions

–

Restructured company including staff cuts and office consolidation

 Debt restructuring
–

Completed $50M debt / asset swap with investor as part of business winddown, followed by the
closure of an RTO in which a new business was merged with the existing NASDAQ pubco

–

Negotiated pfd. equity financing involving conversion of two existing tranches of debt

–

Managed buyout of trade liabilities for combination of equity and cash for operating company

 Bankruptcy
–

Guided an operating company through a Chapter XI reorganization, negotiated debtor-in-possession
loan and raised post-bankruptcy Series A Preferred equity financing
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Scott Greiper
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Contact
Viridian Capital Advisors
805 Third Avenue, 18th Floor
New York, N.Y. 10022
Scott Greiper
sgreiper@viridianca.com
646.330.0704

Frank Knuettel II
fknuettel@viridianca.com
303.718.3108
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Restructuring for Success in the
Cannabis and Hemp Industry

Setting the Framework
 Hemp
– Contains <.3% THC
– Access to national markets
– Federally legalized by The Farm Bill (2018)
 Can file for federal bankruptcy protection (see GenCanna)

 Cannabis
– THC-rich
– Single-state markets (insulated supply chain)
– Not federally legal
 No federal bankruptcy protection for any plant touching debtor
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How Courts Define “Plant Touching”
Those cultivating, processing, transporting, distributing
or dispensing marijuana, (i.e., literally touching
marijuana at some point along the supply chain), are
deemed plant touching enterprises. See “FIN-2014-G001: BSA
Expectations Regarding Marijuana-Related Businesses,” FinCEN, Feb 14, 2014.

–
–
–
–
–
–

Cannabis dispensaries and retailers
Cannabis growers
Major suppliers of the above
Landlords of the above
Entity having financial or controlling interest in the above
Investors or managers of the above
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Hemp Workouts



Bankruptcy potential
Key Constituents
–
–
–
–
–
–
–





Primary Secured lenders
Secondary Secured Lenders (e.g., mortgagees)
Equipment lienholders
Landlords
Farmers
Trade creditors/suppliers
Equity

Capital/debt restructuring
New investors
Potential sale
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Cannabis Workouts



No bankruptcy potential
Key Constituents
–
–
–
–
–





Primary Secured lenders
Secondary Secured Lenders (e.g., mortgagees)
Landlords
Trade creditors/suppliers
Equity

Capital/debt restructuring
New investors
Potential sale
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Traditional Workout Advantages



Preserves value for all stakeholders, including current
equity holders
Unavailability of a federal bankruptcy alternative to
restructure the company in a collective process
–






That unavailability actually drives creativity and the ability of
equity to preserve equity value for shareholders

Avoids litigation costs and value destructive behavior
attendant to a “race to the courthouse”
Allows the company to minimize licensing/regulatory
issues that may come up with an ownership change or
transfer of assets to a new entity
Avoids successor liability issues related to trying to
shed any debt through a sale
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Potential Obstacles to Workout





Have matters broken down already? (get started
early!)
Holdout creditor issues
Tax/debt forgiveness
Inability to “wash” certain debt
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The “Friendly” Sale





May have the ability to avoid certain liabilities or
negotiate discounts
Minimizes holdout issue
Mimics the 363 free and clear order that you can only
get in federal bankruptcy
Potential obstacles:
–
–
–
–

Regulatory issues
Successor liability
Fraudulent transfer
Potential litigation/uncertainty over fresh start
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Distressed Hemp / Cannabis Sales


Regulatory issues
–
–
–

Check each state’s/city’s ordinances to determine what
restrictions there might be on license transfers
Certain states/municipalities may also have disclosure
requirements for any plant-touching investors
Social equity issues
•
•

Many states/municipalities may be revising or more strictly
enforcing social equity protections
For example, in California, a major overhaul of the state’s
social equity program is in the works, increasing
protections afforded to social equity applicants and
guarding against “predatory practices”
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Distressed Hemp / Cannabis Sales


Successor liability issues
–
–

–

–
–

In cannabis, there is no such thing as a 363 “free and
clear” order from a federal court
Even in hemp, outside of bankruptcy, you will not see
free and clear orders, so successor liability issues should
be fully vetted before any sale
Ensure that buyer is under no obligation to retain existing
employees and hire new employees under new contracts
(including new CBAs)
Greater risk will attach to private sales
Create a reserve fund to satisfy potential claims — such
measures should be taken into account in finalizing the
purchase price
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Fraudulent Transfer




A fraudulent transfer is essentially any transfer that the
company makes while it is insolvent in exchange for
less than reasonably equivalent value
These transfers can take the form of:
–
–
–
–



Transfer of assets or inventory to a related entity (the
“friendly” sale)
Transfers of money to shareholders, relatives, or other
insiders as “dividends”
Loans that will likely never be paid back
Permitting liens on assets

Such transfers can be “clawed back” for the benefit of
creditors
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D&O Issues During Insolvency






When a company is insolvent, the D&Os owe fiduciary
duties to the company’s shareholders and creditors
This expanded duty is triggered when the D&Os should
have known the company was insolvent (e.g.,
ignorance is not a defense)
What about the “zone of insolvency”?
Does the business judgment rule still apply? - Yes, but
D&Os are being judged under a heightened standard
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D&O Issues During Insolvency


How should D&Os discharge their duties when their
company might be insolvent?
–

Pursue strategies designed to maximize enterprise value for the benefit of
shareholders and creditors alike, avoiding strategies that will benefit ONLY
shareholders (and potentially hurt creditors)

–

Seek third-party counsel on strategic decisions and document the process by
which the company makes those decisions

–

Hold Board meetings regularly to ensure the ability to demonstrate a
deliberative process

–

Consider adding independent directors to the Board and ensure such directors
are accorded a meaningful role in the decision making process

–

Begin evaluating the company’s debt structure, the potential rights and
remedies of secured lenders or financiers, and devise plans for creating
additional liquidity

–

Monitor and conserve cash by reducing unnecessary expenses

–

Consider both out-of-court and in-court restructuring paths to remain nimble in
financially distressed situations
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Alternatives to Bankruptcy





Mediation
State court receiverships
Assignment for the benefit of creditors
Canadian bankruptcies
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Thank you
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